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Abstract
This paper presents the development of a distributed system
based on hardware and software, which through autonomous
agents distributed in the network, registers and correlates
events of use of computer equipment (operative system and
application software processes, state of peripherals, user
activity in each application, among others), and gives access
control to the informatics room. This allows to determine,
using monitored data analysis, the effectivity of the class
pedagogical process, as well as the level of adequate use of
computers. The systems also allows for the detection of
undesirable cybersecurity situations, and to alert (under the
precept of the right to privacy), to either the class professor or
the informatics room administrator, the given issues. In this
article, the Colombian context is presented first, followed by
the applied methodology, its implementation process and the
results obtained.
Keywords. Distributed system, access control, informatics
security, computer center, supervision, event analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Utilization of Information technology and communications
(ICT) in teaching – learning processes has been consolidating
in educational institutions (EI): more and more teachers are
making use of computer rooms as support for their pedagogic
strategies in their courses, in high school and university
education. Colombia shows a growing trend in the amount of
available computers per student, which has increased more
than 45% since 2010. Today, there is one computer per each
eleven students in institutions of basic and secondary
education [1], which is still not the best.
Secondary education teachers increasingly adopt the use of
ICT tools in the classroom in order to enhance learning and
intellectual development in students [2], which is why the
effectiveness of computer rooms and systems plays an
important role in the computer - assisted teaching process [3].
Insufficient computer equipment leads to a longer usage time
of computer rooms, which causes pedagogic, technical, and

information security issues, both for teachers, and for the
administrators of computer rooms. Besides that, technology
available to students without adequate control and
supervision, can become a distractor in the learning process
(students have no restrictions to use computers for games and
leisure during class time).
Even though in computer rooms there is always someone in
charge of administration and maintenance operations, and
there are regulations that include prohibitions in aspects such
as installing/uninstalling software, moving computer
equipment, access control abuses (stealing access credentials
and phishing), using the room resources for non – academic
purposes (games, entertainment, leisure, pornography, etc.)
among others, in order to avoid misuse and deterioration,
pedagogic strategies are increasingly making of use of ICT
environments and its correct functioning is an even more
critical aspect.
This paper presents an overview of tools in the context of
computer room supervision; followed by the proposed
architecture, where the different components of the solution
are explained, then its implementation, the discussion of
design and use case results and finally, conclusions.
2. CONTEXT
In the American continent, 53% of organizations have
experimented an increase in computer system incidents [4].
Consequently, security management cannot be treated as an
isolated aspect, excluded from management and ICT usage in
other organizational processes; according to the Colombian
Association of System Engineers (ACIS), installation of non –
authorized software, is the second most frequent incident in
Latin America [5]. It is important to note that if computer
centers do not supervise and control these aspects, there could
be security incidents that end up causing legal problems.
When it comes to the development and deployment of
surveillance and supervision solutions, it is necessary to
incorporate rigorous security aspects, as these type of systems
have a critical role in the opportune corrective actions that
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network or computer room administrators could take. For that
purpose, communication between system modules must be
shielded with encrypted channels that can mitigate the data
interception/modification attacks. In that order of ideas, the
SSL protocol should be used as the base for the socket
encrypted communication and in the case of web services, the
RMI-SSL protocol, which is the most reliable, fast and secure
transmission protocol [6].
Moreover, distributed computing in access control systems
has been applied efficiently in WSN wireless sensors
networks to avoid connection of malicious nodes [7] and in
the case of classroom attendance control, using Bluetooth and
WLAN [8]. In the following table, some support tools for
administration of computer and teaching rooms in academic
environments are shown. Monitoring and surveillance in these
tools is individualized and limited to screenshots, as these
kind of operations can threaten privacy of personal data, a
situation subject to the local legal framework.
Table 1. Tools for academic computer room administration
ITEMS
iTALC
Manufacturer:
EPE
plataformas
License:
GPLv2

Kontrol Pack
Manufacturer:
Kontrol
License:
Freeware

Netop Vision
/ Vision Pro
Manufacturer:
Netop Corp.
License:
Private U$973

DESCRIPTION
“System for the administration of computer
equipment in informatics rooms, it is a
useful and powerful didactic tool for
teachers, as it allows them to see and have
control over other computers in the
network in different ways. iTALC (Smart
teaching and computer assisted learning)
is an e-learning free software that allows a
teacher to take control in order to perform
demonstrations for students in a computer
room network”.
“It is a remote cross-platform controller
(works on Windows, Linux and Mac), with
a long list of network – related
functionalities. It is a very adequate tool
for the administration of an informatics
room as it has several features such as
remote Shell command execution, file
transfer among computers in the network,
and server visualization of all the
computers connected to the network”.
Classroom management software in
Spanish, with features such as screenshot
capture, internet usage restriction, remote
control, test creation and screen lock. It can
be installed in computers with Windows 8
and 10 (MAC has limited support) and
Android tablets.

violation, personal data manipulation and system availability.
Respective regulations are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Colombian legal framework for user privacy
protection
Norm

Description

Political
Constitution of
Colombia,
1991.

Article
15.
Right
to
privacy,
correspondence and other forms of private
communication are inviolable.

Law 1581
2012.

“Whereby general provisions for
protection of personal data are issued”

of

the

Decree 1377 of
2013.

“Whereby the Law 1581 of 2012 is partially
regulated.”

Law 1273
2009.

of

By means of which the Penal Code is
modified, - “Of the protection of
information and data” and ICT systems are
integrally preserved…

Law
2003

of

By which the regulation of engineering
practice and its related and auxiliary
professions is modified, and the Code of
Professional Ethics is adopted

842

Finally, it should be emphasized that it is a good practice in
these academic computational scenarios, to promote
regulations, recommendations and guidebooks, based on IT
usage and information security policies that allow for decision
taking and immediate preventive and corrective actions.
Consequently, it should be noted that any security policy
should take into account usage necessities and the local legal
framework, and should be measurable and verifiable. The
correlation degree between policies and its related legal
framework must be quantifiable [9].

As indicated previously, the Colombian legal framework,
which has a direct relationship with surveillance and
monitoring processes in computer centers, provides
guarantees of protection against data interception, privacy

3. MODEL
3.1 Architecture design
This Project proposed the design and construction of a
distributed computational tool called SASSI; for which a
series of software and hardware modules were defined and
developed, in order to automatically assume the fundamental
features (in functional, legal and informatics security terms)
for user event supervision (student and teacher users) in the
pedagogic context and important for academic computer
center administration.
As it can be seen in Figure 1, SASSI is based in a two - layer
architecture (client – server), in which a Debian GNU/Linux
server was deployed, which support for SSH encrypted
channel and PostgreSQL database engine. There are six
modules proposed at the server level, and four at the client
level; these are presented as hexagons in the figure.
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Figure 1. SASSI’s final architecture, deployed for validation.
Technologies used for the implementation of each module are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. SASSI Modules
MODULE/COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

LICENSE

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Administration

PHP 7

GNU/GPL

Programming
language

Environment in which SASSI system CRUD
was developed. Users, roles, courses,
modulos_kernel.

Alerts

PHP 7

GNU/GPL

Programming
language

Functionality to generate detected information
by operative system event sensors.

Processing

PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL
License

Database engine Database engine used for the administrator,
server and client.

Encrypted communication Java 8

JRL

Programming
language

Web authentication

PHP 7

GNU/GPL

Programming
language

Biometric authentication

U.are.U SDK for EULA
Windows

Software
development kit
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Protection for data exchange between the
biometric client and the web service,
certificate generation.

SDK for the use of the digital reader persona
U.are.u 4500, providing classes for fingerprint
recognition.
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Modular Structure – Agent/Sensors

Table 4. SASSI’s Protocol Commands

SASSI has a dynamic modular structure based on Java
Interfaces, where each Agent is composed by a core (kernel)
and dynamically loadable modules (modulos_kernel) as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. SASSI’s core and dynamic modules structure
The modular structure defined for SASSI’s development,
allows the agent to call pluggable external components
(compiled *.class files) called “kernel modules”, which allows
the structure to be dynamic and be extended or reduced in the
number of classes being executed, and in the same way,
allows modification without affecting the main code (from the
agent’s core), moreover it implements sockets in order to
maintain connection with the server and receive/send
parameters and values using SASSI’s protocol.
Packages identified before as agent components are described
below:
Kernel Package: this package is responsible for creating
connection with the server, receiving parameters and values of
modules to be initiated, interpreting them using the protocol
and then invoking dynamically the respective .class files and
executing them.
Modulos_Kernel Package: this package includes the .java
files; which contain the code that will produce the .class files
when compiled, these will be stored in an external folder
established beforehand (different from the .jar of the agent’s
core). These gives the application good adaptability and
scalability capacities. Each .class file in this package will have
a specific monitoring function.
Communication mechanism
Implementation of this module was based on security
provided by a SSL encrypted channel, using SSL sockets in
the Java’s API. This module posibilitates secure data
exchange between clients and server in two ways: SASSI’s
own protocol (Java SSLSockets) and HTTPS protocol
(HTTP+SSL-Digital certificate x.509) [10].

DIRECTION

COMMAND

DESCRIPTION

Client –
Server

<Huella>

Client
sends
fingerprint
in ISO/IEC
19794-2:2005
format.

Server Client

<getDevice>

Requests information about
client’s asymmetric key.

Client –
Server

<setDevice>

Sends information
client’s key.

Server Client

<setToken>

Sends token (token_autth) to
start web authentication by
sesion_https.

Server Client

<setAutentication>

Sends correct authentication
key, indicating authorization
for the door’s opening.

Client –
Server

<getMore>

Command waiting state.

Client –
Server

<heartbeat>

Heart beat for indicating
connection between both
devices.

about

Collected data is codified, using the “:” separator and the
fields defined according to the <parameter1=value:
…parameter=value> scheme, where each parameter
corresponds with the sensor’s identifier.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Next, procedures and theoretical aspects in which SASSI’s
implementation is based are described. This implementation
included deployment of the server, agents and their respective
sensors, and the established security scheme.
Security of the communication scheme is based on SASSI’s
public key infrastructure (PKI), which allowed the
deployment of the confidentiality service and works as
described below:
A system of supervision agents (Ag) and Sensors(S)
distributed across the network (Computer Room – CR) and a
main controller (Serv). Agents are in turn made up of an
encrypted communication mechanism (public key) and a
supervision mechanism based on event sensors that are
activated dynamically according to the class being given at the
classroom. Agents establish the encrypted channel with the
server as follows, (sending it the sensed data in encrypted
form – C : Cryptogram):

An original protocol was created, with signaling for seven
events in the authentication process and multiple events in the
supervision one, as shown in Table 4.

𝑪𝑹𝒊=𝟏….𝒏 {

𝑨𝒈𝟏 (𝑺𝟏 , 𝑺𝟐 , 𝑺𝟑 , … 𝑺𝒏 )
…
𝑨𝒈𝒏 (𝑺𝟏 , 𝑺𝟐 , 𝑺𝟑 , … 𝑺𝒏 )

(1)

{∀𝑨𝒈𝒊(𝒊=𝟏…𝒏) , 𝑪𝒊 = 𝑬𝑷𝑲𝑺𝒆𝒓𝒗 (𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝑫𝒂𝒕𝒂 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑨𝒈𝒊 )} (𝟐)
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Then, the list of sensors to be activated is requested to the
server, in order to initiate the collection of information,
through the creation of the simultaneous sub – processes
(implemented using Threads, one per sensor) detecting the
occurrence of events. Information is filtered and encoded in
order to be sent to the server when the class finishes.
The actor of the system, “teacher” user can interact during this
period of class time (and also out of it) with SASSI in
different moments, as it is shown in the following use case
diagram, where the teacher is able to perform login, system
configuration tasks, course administration, agent functioning
parameterization (sensors to be activated during class), as well
as obtaining class reports.

Figure 4. Use case – authentication structure
The password capture interface is developed using Java JFX
and is connected with the Java application which administers
two – way communication with the server (first using Java
SSL Sockets and then HTTPS).

Figure 5. SASSI’s login interface.
If the login process is successful, the user is informed, the
transaction is logged in the database and SASSI’s access
control service is activated.

Figure 3. Use case, teacher user in SASSI
The login process was implemented using the multifactor
authentication service (fingerprint biometry and hash – based
password) which also has a three – level distributed
architecture: CPU client, Raspberry client and server [11].
Initially, the user interacts with CPU client, the biometric
authentication process is performed, and fingerprint is
serialized and sent to the server, where it is validated against
the user database. If validation is successful, the server
generates a token for authorization of the CPU client i
(token_auth is an MD5 Hash with user information, including
the password).

Figure 6. Start interface – Authenticated user identification
Token_auth=MD5 (Key, UserID, PasswBD)

CPU client i receives user information, except password,
which is requested to the user in order to create token_auth’
(client token), and send it to the server via HTTPS. The server
compares token_auth with token_auth’ and if both are equal,
it sends a signal to the Raspberry device for the computer
room door’s opening.

Once the Raspberry device has opened the door, the
supervision process is activated, with the request of each
agent inside the computer room, to receive the list of sensors
to be activated and start the process of event information
collecting.

5. RESULTS
It was possible to implement the system called SASSI, with a
distributed architecture, with three levels in the authentication
process, and two in the supervision process.
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Clients (agents with their respective sensors) and the server
constitute the supervision system. These agents are computers
in the classroom and they are registered at the server with
their IP as identifier. When the PC is started, the App.java file
is executed (in this case, it is SASSI’s agent kernel, packaged
inside Kernel package), then it connects with the server and
receives the kernel modules to be connected and started, along
sub - parameters of the events to be monitored.
In this way, the agent selects the pertinent modules (.class
files packaged inside Modulos_kernel package) and executes
them. Each module equals a sensor, which has a specific
objective and is considered a kernel module in SASSI. Figure
7 presents the sequence diagram implemented from SASSI’s
server in order to control the general registration,
parameterization and activation process for agents and their
respective sensors.

Figure 9. SASSI’s report interface.

6. DISCUSSION
The rules of the computer rooms of 19 universities and
schools were studied to find restrictions about minor and
serious faults, designed to promote good practices in the use
of computer equipment and digital security, avoid anomalies,
counteract theft of elements (such as mouse devices,
keyboards, UTP and VGA cables, LCD screens, etc.), reduce
deterioration of equipment, and prevent non – academic use of
computers (games, pornography, social networks, etc.) during
class time, which can affect the teaching – learning process
[12].
During the analysis, the state of the rules of these 19
institutions was reviewed (12 of them were higher education
institutions), finding that activities such as gaming, removing
of computer parts, disconnecting cables and installing
software are regulated and prohibited for the user:
Table 5. Percentage of restriction inclusion in rules

Figure 7. SASSI’s server sequence diagram.
Once in the system, a user with teacher role, activates the
monitoring software to be used in the laboratory class. As
shown in Figure 8, the teacher of the “Teleinformática 3”
course, activates the usage monitoring sensors for nmap,
apache2, bash and NetBeans.

Prohibition in rules

Application %

Gaming
Uncovering or removing parts
Disconnecting cables
Installing/Uninstalling software
Performing intrusive operations
Running malicious software
Access without authentication
Abusing of bandwidth

100
100
100
100
84,21
89,47
57,89
42,11

% Centers that apply them

Prohibitions for Computer Center usage

Figure 8. Configuration of software to be monitored.

120.00
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00

Prohibitions set in the rules

When the class is finished, the teacher user can get a specific
report with the usage time for the software tools executed
during class time, as well as the events presented that may
affect user concentration during class activities. The report
can be seen from a web interface or from the authentication
module’s touch screen at the room.

Figure 10. Percentage of restriction application per set of
rules.
It is worrisome that more than 50% of surveyed institutions do
not set prohibitions or regulations related to excessive use of
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bandwidth, as from this item generation of informatics attacks
related to DoS (Denial Of Service) or DDoS (Distributed
Denial Of Services) can be determined.
SASSI’s prototype was implemented at the Open
Technologies laboratory of GITECX research group at the
University of the Llanos; analysis cases and validation
parameters were set for the proposed design.
A teacher record for the “Teleinformática III” course was
uploaded using SASSI’s web administrative interface
(Internal code 602001).

Figure 14. Physical interface – Authenticated user
Each course associates information from the database related
to schedule, teacher, assigned computer room, software for the
course, students registered, etc. In this case, software for the
“Teleinformática III” course is being selected (Code 602001),
from the course’s software list, in order to activate the
respective agent sensors. “Sublime Text Editor” and
“NetBeans IDE” were the applications activated.

Figure 11. Course – Teacher configuration web interface
User Wolfang Corredor was assigned the “Teacher” role for
the aforementioned course in the Systems Engineering
program.

Figure 15. Physical interface for the activation of software
modules to be monitored
Figure 12. Web interface for user role configuration
The registered user Wolfang Corredor, starts the access
credentials verification process using SASSI’s multifactor
authentication mechanism, at the Raspberry device and touch
screen disposed, as indicated in Figure 13.

The agents were allowed to monitor the selected software and
predetermined events for a time of two hours, the equivalent
of a conventional laboratory class. After that time, the class
ending is registered as indicated in Figure 16.

Figure 13. Multifactor login process (Biometric/Password)
The real – time multifactor authentication process was
validated in that way for the user registered using the web
interface (effective connection with the PostgreSQL database
via Java application and PHP web application). Figure 14,
presents the result of successful biometric authentication.

Figure 16. Teacher user registering the class ending.
SASSI validates the teacher’s identity again, and if the
process is successful, access to the report is given, which can
also be reviewed through the web interface later.
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[5] “VIII Encuesta Latinoamericana de Seguridad de la
Información Nuevos horizontes para América Latina Jeimy J.
Cano M., Ph.D, CFE Gabriela María Saucedo Meza, MDOH,”
2016.
[6] M. B. Juric, I. Rozman, B. Brumen, M. Colnaric, and M.
Hericko, “Comparison of performance of Web services, WSSecurity, RMI, and RMI-SSL,” J. Syst. Softw., vol. 79, no. 5,
pp. 689–700, 2006.
[7] P. Kumar, A. Gurtov, J. Iinatti, M. Sain, and P. H. Ha,
“Access Control Protocol With Node Privacy in Wireless
Sensor Networks,” IEEE Sens. J., vol. 16, no. 22, pp. 8142–
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Figure 17. Physical interface, course report.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Development and deployment of surveillance and supervision
solutions, must incorporate strict security measures, as this
type of systems play a critical role in the corrective actions
that could be taken by the network’s administrative officer.
Consequently, communication between system modules must
be protected with encrypted channels in order to avoid data
interception or modification.
Restrictions related to excessive use of bandwidth and access
without authentication must be set in order to avoid the
execution of cyber attacks related with DoS (Denial Of
Service), DDoS (Distributed Denial Of Services), Flooding,
Sniffing and exploits.
Surveillance and monitoring tools need to identify events and
that is why it is necessary to establish processes for traffic
analysis and capture, as well as user operative system actions;
adjusted to the Political Constitution of Colombia (Article 15),
Law 1273 of 2009 (protection of information and data) and
Law 1581 of 2012 (personal data protection).
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